### I. Content Knowledge (CNK); NCATE Standards 1, 2

1. *Hermenutic listening in Mathematics: Constructivism in Action* by Teresa Maturino; **Advisor**: Dr. Hari P. Koirala

2. *Doreen Rappaport Presentation Caldecott Project* by Charlene DelMastro; **Advisor**: Dr. Susannah Richards

3. *Horses, horses, horses & Case study: Gracie* by Lyn Gagne; **Advisors**: Dr. Susannah Richards & Dr. Maureen Ruby

### II. Diversity (DIV); NCATE Standards 2, 3, 4

4. *La Bodega: Effects of a thematic literacy play center* by Jenna Bachman, Cynthia DeJesus, Carly Herchuk & Nicole Troiana; **Advisor**: Dr. Jeffrey Trawick-Smith

5. *A comparison of video modeling and video self-modeling for teaching social and play behaviors to young children with autism* by Jessica R. Newman; **Advisors**: Dr. Sudha Swaminathan & Dr. Jeffrey Trawick-Smith

6. *Children with visual impairments* by Kimberly Heimer; **Advisor**: Dr. Ann Gruenberg

### III. Technology as a Tool to Teach (TTT); NCATE Standards 2, 3

7. *Digital portfolios: Transforming curriculum with technology* by Danielle Bernier & Susannah Gallagher; **Advisor**: Dr. Sudha Swaminathan

8. *Using technology to teach geometry: The case of Geogebra* by Melissa Gomez; **Advisor**: Dr. Hari Koirala

### IV. Integration of Knowledge (INT); NCATE Standards 2, 3

9. *Which toys inspire mindful play? Using a toy rating instrument to evaluate preschool teachers’ decisions about classroom play materials* by Heather Russell; **Advisor**: Dr. Jeffrey Trawick-Smith

10. *EDU 570 Capstone Portfolio* by Brian Martel; **Advisors**: Dr. David Stoloff & Dr. Catherine Tannahill

11. *HPE Electronic Portfolio* by Brandon Stout; **Advisor**: Dr. Darren Robert

### V. Pedagogical Knowledge (PDK); NCATE Standards 1, 2

12. *Author/Illustrator Pam Munoz Ryan & Ana Juan presentation: Interest Assessment* by Jamie Perez; **Advisor**: Dr. Susannah Richards

13. *CSI Crime Scene Lab* by Graciela Gutuirrez; **Advisor**: Dr. Jeanelle Day

14. *Gold Rush Wax Museum Project* by Ellen Fritz; **Advisor**: Dr. Leslie P. Ricklin

### VII. Professionalism (PRF); NCATE Standards 2, 3, 5

15. *Deciding to Teach* by Jasmine Stakley; *Finding a Job* by Adrianne Satin. **Advisor**: Dr. Richard Reynolds

16. *Social justice in education club: Teacher candidates working towards equality in public schools* by Julia Erasmus, Amanda Deabay & Katie Balbi; **Advisors**: Dr. Theresa Bouley & Dr. Darren Robert